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The traditional mechanical fuel supply system has already been no way to satisfy
the requirement of more stringent fuel consumption and emission legislation. For
the past few years, it has been the hot topic to improve combustion and emission
performance of diesel engine through optimizing the fuel injection strategy. All
kinds of spray, combustion, and emission models were studied and then a new 3-D
spray model coupled with the cavitating flow inside the nozzle was put forward to
wellconsidertheprimaryatomizationinducedbycavitatingflowandturbulencein
nozzleholes.Themodel,combinedwithcombustionandemissionmodelswereused
for simulating the single-injection combustion of 1015 diesel engine and validated
through comparing the results from simulation with those from experiment. With
theaboveverifiedmodels,differentinjection strategieswerefurtherinvestigatedto
reveal the effect of pilot injection timing, quantity, and main injection timing on
combustion noise and exhaust emission of diesel engine.
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Introduction
The diesel engine has been paid more and more attention because of the better power
performance, thermal efficiency, and low emission of CO2. During the 80s , the well-known ad-
vantage of fuel economy made the direct injection (DI) diesel engine increasingly attractive for
passenger cars, especially in Europe[1-3]. In the following years the more stringent emission
limits and the necessity of reducing noise levels were firstly faced by means of after-treatment
technologies, exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) and electronic engine control [4]. Further im-
provements have been obtained thanks to the commonrail fuel injection system,which allows a
higher level and a flexible control of the injection pressure and the use of a pilot injection (Pi),
which can be controlled both in quantity and in timing [5-7].
Ithasbecomeanimportantand urgent task tocarryout research ofnoise reduction for
internal combustion engine. The combustion noise is one of the mainnoise sources for in-cylin-
der DI diesel engines so that reduction of combustion noise can make a great contribution to the
control of the entire noise of diesel engines [8]. For the diesel engine, particles and NOx emis-
sion are two major main pollutants. Using the Pi strategy, the temperature and in-cylinder pres-
sure can be lower so that the NOx can be greatly reduced. In addition, the fuel and air are mixed
more fully and air utilization rate is improved when adoption of the Pi, consequently reduction
of soot formation can also be achieved [9, 10].
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* Corresponding author; e-mail: zxhe@ujs.edu.cnIn this paper, in order to get the more accurate calculating results, a spray model cou-
pled with the cavitating flow inside the nozzle was put forward. The spray and combustion pro-
cessincylindercoupling withasingle injection wassimulatedfirstlyandacomparisonbetween
the numerical data and experimental data was made to validate the numerical models. Then,
withtheverifiedmodels,thecombustionandemissioninthecylinderwithdifferentmultiplein-
jection strategies were simulated and analysed to provide theoretical foundation for a better un-
derstanding of the effect of different injection strategies on combustion noise and emission.
Numerical approach
Calculating meshes
Fora1015dieselengine, structureparam-
eters and experimental condition parameters
are shown in tab.1, the injection system pa-
rameters are shown in tab. 2.
The 3-D physical geometry of the vertical
eight-hole nozzle wasprepared byPro/Esoft-
ware and a moving mesh generation strategy
was applied. The grid has 48.097 cells and
55.168 nodes. For the vertical eight-hole noz-
zle, the angles between every holes axis and
the needle seat axis are same and all the 8 holes are lo-
cated for proportional spacing along circumference.
Thus, only a 22.5° sector zone of mesh needs to be
generated for the nozzle. The main boundary condi-
tions are represented with the pressure inlet, corre-
sponding to the rail pressure, the symmetry faces, the
moving needle, and the pressure outlet that should re-
flect the pressure of the injection chamber, as seen in
fig.1.
For the spray and combustion simulation, because
ofthe symmetricallocation ofthe injector at the center
of the combustion chamber, the computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) calculations were performed with the mesh of 45° sector
zones [11]. Calculations begin at intake valve closure (218.5°)
and end at exhaust valve opening (483°). The final mesh consists
of a hexahedral dominated
mesh shown in fig. 2.
Spray model coupled
with nozzle flow
The nozzle flow was
modelled with two-fluid
model. In two-fluid mod-
els, the liquid and vapor
phases are treated sepa-
ratelyusingtwosetsofcon-
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Table 1. Engine specifications
Engine type 1015 diesel engine
Bore  stroke [mm] 132  145
Compression ratio 17
Connection rod length [mm] 262
Engine speed [rpm] 2100
Swirl rate 0.7
Start of injection [°] 350
Table 2. Injection system specifications
Fuel injected [mg per cycle] 180
Number of nozzle holes 8
Spray angle [°] 150
Spray cone angle [°] 12
Nozzle hole diameter [mm] 0.23
Injection pressure [MP] 90
Figure 1. Grid and
boundaries of the nozzle
Figure 2. The mesh of combustion
chamberservation equations. The model is based on the transport of volume fraction, and a source term
representing phase transition that is governed by the difference between local pressure and
vapour pressure. Cavitation is assumed to occur due to the presence of bubble nuclei or micro
bubbles within the liquid, which can grow or collapse, as described by the vapor fraction trans-
port equation. The growth and collapse of the bubble are taken into account according to the
Rayleigh’s simplified bubble dynamics equation.
It is assumed that all vapor bubbles in a control volume have the same radius and a ho-
mogenous distribution. This assumption allows us to describe the bubble distribution by a single
scalar field, the vapor volume fraction av. Assuming that only one liquid phase and the corre-
sponding liquid-vapor phase can occupy the control volume where cavitation takes place, eq. (1)
givesarelationshipbetweenthevaporvolumefractionavandtheaveragevaporbubbleradiusR:
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where Vv is the volume occupied by the vapor, V – the total control volume, Vl – the volume oc-
cupied by the liquid, and Nbub – the number of vapor bubbles in the control volume.
The vapor volume fraction av inside a control volume can change due to convective
transport and bubble growth or collapse. The eq. (2) describing the transport of av assumes that
the vapor density is much smaller than the liquid density and is given by:
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The modeling of cavitation bubble growth rate that appears on the right-hand side of
eq. (3), is based on the Lagrangian observation of a cloud of bubbles, and the conventional bub-
ble dynamic (observation of a single bubble in an infinite stagnant liquid). This analysis results
in the so-called extended Rayleigh-Plasset equation:
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wherepsat isthe saturation pressure corresponding to the temperatureatthe bubble surface, p –
the pressure of the surrounding liquid, rl and ml – are the liquid density and viscosity, respec-
tively, and s – is the surface tension coefficient.
The cavitation model based on the Rayleigh equation links the rate of change of the
bubble radius with the local pressure. In this model both the liquid and vapor density are con-
stant and there is no slip between bubbles and liquid.
A cone injection model was used for the primary break-up of the liquid fuel. The
model considering two independent mechanisms, aerodynamic surface wave growth and inter-
nal stresses by turbulence, which was originally developed by Huh and Gosman [12] and modi-
fied by Bianchi and Pelloni [13], as well as Coricone [14], is used also for the core injection ap-
proach. For setting up the liquid core erosion rate it can take into account locally resolved
coupling to the nozzle flow as well as estimated average values of nozzle flow turbulence. It is
assumed in this model that the turbulent fluctuations in the jet are creating initial perturbations
on the jet surface. These grow under the action of aerodynamic pressure forces until they detach
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occursiscalculated fromamassbalance atthevolumeelementsoftheliquid coredelivering the
core shape.
Equation (4) shows that the determination of massloss fromthis region is set up using
the rate approach: d
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with turbulent length scale LA calculated from the local values of turbulence kinetic energy and
turbulent dissipation by Bianchi and Pelloni [13], as shown in eq. (5):
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in the nozzle exit cross-section with Cm=0.09. The diameterofthe product drops resulting from
this model is taken as proportional to the turbulent length scale and equal to the atomization
length scale, shown in eq. (6):
Dd =L A (6)
Thus droplet size depends on the local values of turbulence kinetic energy and turbu-
lent energy dissipation.
The time scale for break-up is calculated from both mechanisms under consideration,
whichareturbulent andaerodynamicbreak-up, usingweighting coefficients C1andC3.Thetur-
bulent time scale is calculated from eq. (7):
t
e
m T  C k (7)
and the aerodynamic time scale is gained from the wave number spectrum of the Kelvin-
-Helmholtzinstabilitymodel,whichisalsobasisoftheWAVEmodel.Thespectrumofgrowing
waves from aerodynamic theory is evaluated using the double atomization length scale as char-
acteristic value for the wavelength. This yields eq. (8):
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The final expression for the overall break-up time is shown in eq. (9):
tA =C 1tT +C 3tW (9)
with constants C1 and constant C3 depending on matching with experimental data.
Thestandard WAVEmodelwasusedformodelingofsecondaryatomization, thek-e-f
approach has been used to take account of turbulent effects.
Combustion and emission model
The ECFM-3Z model was applied for combustion. The ECFM-3Z model was devel-
oped by the Groupement Scientifque Moteurs (GSM) consortium specifically for diesel com-
bustion. This is a combustion model based on a flame surface density transport equation and a
mixing model that can describe inhomogeneous turbulent premixed and diffusion combustion.
The modelrelies on the ECFMcombustion model,previously described on athree areasmixing
description. In the ECFM-3Z model, the transport equations are solved for the averaged quanti-
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CO, H2,H 2O, O, H, N, OH, and NO.
Here, averaged means these quantities
are the global quantities for the three
mixingzones (thatisinthewhole cell).
Therefore, the term “burnt gases” in-
cludes the real burnt gases in the mixed
zone (zone Fb in fig. 3) plus a part of
the unmixed fuel (zone Mb in fig. 3),
and air (zone Ab in fig. 3).
The extended Zeldovich model
wasusedforNOxformationandFrolov
Kinetic model for soot formation and oxidization. All the mathematical equations for these
models can seen in reference[15].
Results and discussion
Model validation
Figure 4 shows the comparison be-
tween the predicted and measured in-cyl-
inder pressure of single-injection at full
road and 2100 rpm speed. The experiment
date was got from reference [10]. The re-
sults were based on the assumption of uni-
form temperature of 403 K for the cylinder
wall, the temperature of 553 K for the cyl-
inder head and 593 K for the piston top.
The in-cylinder pressure curve predicted
with the model is reasonably close to ex-
perimental data, as can be seen in fig. 4.
Effect of different injection strategies on combustion noise
and exhaust emissions
Effect of Pi timing on combustion noise and exhaust emissions
The fuel injection strategies are shown in tab. 3. Combustion noise mainly focuses on
highfrequencyarea,whichisdominatedbyrateofin-cylinderpressurerise.Therateofpressure
rise, temperature, NOx and soot emission got from simulation for different injection strategies
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Figure 3. Zones in ECFM-3Z Model
Figure 4. The comparison of pressure between
experiment and simulation
Table 3. Injection strategies of different Pi timing main injection*
Injection strategies Pi quantity Pi timing [°] MI timing [°] Interval [°]
Pi(per 5.335)-M(350) 5% 335-340 350 10
Pi(per 5.325)-M(350) 5% 325-330 350 20
Pi(per 5.315)-M(350) 5% 315-320 350 30
Single 0 – 350 –
* Main injection (MI) timing was fixed at 350°aregiven infigs.5and 6.Because ofthe Pi,the temperatureand in-cylinder pressureisreduced,
which greatly reduced the ignition delay time, so that the highest rate of pressure rise become
lower and so does the combustion noise.
When the interval period between Pi and MI is too large, the influence of PI on main
combustion isquite weakbecause the fuelofPiisburned quickly and the cylinder hasbeen cold
before maincombustion, although the fuel of Pi burning fully. As shown in fig. 5(a), comparing
with single injection, the rate of pressure rise is changed little when the PI timing is set begin-
ningat315°.Ontheotherhand,theinfluenceofPionmaincombustionisalsolittlewhenthein-
terval period is too small, owing to the fuel of Pi could not been burned fully.
It is shown in fig. 5(b) that during most of the time the temperature with Pi is lower
than that with single injection. And the NOx formation is dominated by temperature especially
whenthetemperatureishigherthan1800K.SotheNOxemissionwasleastwhenthePitimingis
set at 325° corresponding to the lowest in-cylinder temperature, as shown in fig. 6(a). The soot
emissionwithPitimingat325°and315°arebothhigherthanthatwithsingleinjection atbegin-
ning, while after about 422°, the soot emission with Pi are all lower than that with single injec-
tion.Especiallyforasmallinterval,asPitimingat335°,thesootemissionisreducedgreatly.So
thesootemissionisreducedbecauseofthereductionofareaofhightemperatureandthelowox-
ygen concentration with pilot injection strategies.
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Figure 5. The rate of pressure rise and the temperature in cylinder at different Pi timing
Figure 6. NOx emission and soot emission at different Pi timingEffect of Pi quantity on combustion noise and exhaust emissions
InordertoanalyzetheeffectofdifferentPiquantity (2%,5%,10%offuelinjected/cy-
cle)oncombustion noise and exhaust emissions,the Pitimingwasfixed at325° and the MItim-
ing was fixed at 350°. The injection strategies are shown in tab. 4.
Table 4. Injection strategies of different PI quantity
Injection strategies Pi quantity Pi timing [°] MI timing [°] Interval [°]
Pi(per 2.325)-M(350) 2% 325-330 350 20
Pi(per 5.325)-M(350) 5% 325-330 350 20
Pi(per 10.325)-M(350) 10% 325-330 350 20
Single 0 – 350 –
Pi timing was fixed at 325° and MI timing was fixed at 350°
As shown in fig. 7(a), when the Pi quantity was 2%, the injection pressure was the
samebut the amountwasso smallthat injection rate wastoo low and fuel atomization waspoor.
In that case, the preheating influence on MI combustion was little, which made the rate of pres-
surerisealittlehighercomparedwithsingleinjection.Asaresultthecombustionnoisemightbe
notmuchdifferentwiththesingleinjection. Fromfig.7(b)and7(c),itcanbefoundthatthepeak
of temperature wasmuchhigher than that forother injection strategies when the Piquantity was
10%, which increased the NOx emission greatly.
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Figure 7. The rate of pressure rise, the
temperature, and NOx emission at different
Pi quantitiesEffect of MI timing on combustion noise and exhaust emissions
InordertoanalyzetheeffectofMItimingoncombustionnoiseandexhaustemissions,
different strategies are simulated, as shown in tab. 5.
Table 5. Injection strategies of different MI timing
Injection strategies Pi quantity Pi timing [°] MI timing [°] Interva [°]
Pi(per 5.325)-M(350) 5% 325-330 350 20
Pi(per 5.325)-M(355) 5% 325-330 355 25
Pi(per 5.325)-M(360) 5% 325-330 360 30
Single 0 – 350 –
Pi timing was fixed at 325° and Pi quantity was fixed at 5%
It can be found from fig. 8(a) that the maximum rate of pressure rise was postponed
with the delay of MI advanced angle and the peak reduced obviously when other parameters
were fixed. As shown in fig. 8(b), there was no significant difference about the temperature in
cylinder with different MI timing, so ignition delay period was almost the same which eventu-
ally had little effect on the rate of pressure rise. But the rate of pressure rise was reduced signifi-
cantly when the MI timing was at 360°, because the piston had gone downside when the MI
combustion started. It can be concluded that the combustion noise can be reduced significantly
by the appropriate delay of the MI timing. However, the MI timing can not be postponed too
much, or the fuel consumption would be increased and the influence of Pi on main combustion
would be weakened.
The formation rate of the NOx increases sharply with the temperature in cylinder as an
index function, but it becomes very low when the temperature is lower than 1800 K. It can be
seen from fig. 8(b) the average temperature were under 1800 K in all injection strategies, so the
difference of the NOx emission was not dominated by temperature. It can be known from
Zeldovich theory of NOx formation, the generation rate of NOx is proportional to P1.5. The peak
of the pressure wasreduced obviously with the delay of the MI timing, so the NOx emissionwas
reduced significantly, as shown in fig. 9(a) and fig. 9(b).
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Figure 8. The rate of pressure rise and the temperature in cylinder at different MI timingConclusions
According to the results and analysis, it can be found that the Pi can reduce the in-cyl-
inder combustion noise obviously and improve the emission performance for diesel engines.
Bring forward the Pi timing with the MI timing of 350°, the emission of soot is decreased while
thecombustionnoise andtheemissionofNOxmayhave thelowestvalue atPitimingof325°. A
small Pi quantity does not have obviously effect on the combustion noise and NOx emission.
When increasing the Pi quantity to 10%, the emission of NOx is correspondingly increased
greatly. When increasing the Pi quantity, the emission of soot had a trend of increasing. When
theMIwasdelayedatPitimingof325°andquantityof5%,thetemperaturewereallunder1800
K and then the emission of NOx was dominated by pressure in cylinder.
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